Lot 12 closed
Stadium Drive closed
SUD South closed (westbound only)
SUD West closed (both Lanes)

No entry or exit gate arms will be closed
Traffic may enter and exit Lot 1
Traffic may exit PSI and exit using Moraga Way
Lot 12 closed
Stadium Drive closed
SUD West closed (both Lanes)
A. SUD-South & Stadium Drive  
a. Police Officers along with Barricades in order to stop traffic from entering SUD-South.

B. Parking Structure #1  
a. Police Officer and Barricades stopping traffic from coming out of Parking Structure #1 and turning onto SUD-South and having them go the opposite way through Moraga way.  
b. There is a staff only section that can only get out through a SUD-South exit that will be blocked with cones and a volunteer telling cars that they can only turn left and must then turn right to get to Moraga way.

C. Facilities Building  
a. Police Officer to instruct cars to go out through Parking Lot 1 to avoid SUD-South

D. SUD-South & Parking Lot 1  
a. Police Officer and Cones to stop traffic and leading them through Parking Lot 1 or around to SUD-North.

E. Union Loading Dock  
a. Police Officer to control traffic into and out of the loading dock to keep runners safe

F. Cross Streets by Parking Structure 3 and Parking Lots  
a. One Police Officer & UTAPS Officer there to control traffic going to the parking structure and out of the parking structure and to stop them while runners are crossing the street.

G. SUD-South Kiosk  
a. Police Officer and barricades to keep cars from driving on SUD-South before the race starts, once the last runners/walkers are in the Arboretum—staff radios Police to  
b. Cones to keep runners next to the kiosk to keep them out of traffic when the sidewalk gets narrow. The kiosk closes at 4:30pm and therefore cars do not need to get into that area so it’s a safer place for runners to spread out.